












 





 
 


 


 


 


 



































































  

  

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   














































  

  

  

  





From examining repeated elements and letters, we can work out most, but not all, of the character codes for 
the letters, along with SPACE being 1, the SHIFT sequence that creates a capital letter being 33, and the END 
MESSAGE sequence being 331 (SHIFT + SPACE  
 

 
 

- -
codes are much longer than three digits, overall most codes are much shorter, because very common char-

codes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

we have to work out the overall logic of the system. 
 

-
codes, and a lot of gaps.  For example, many codes begin in 23-, 234-, and 34-, but none begin in, for exam-
ple, 1-.   
 

that 1 was intended as a space or as the first number of a longer code. 
Looking further, we can see that none 

- 
their first four numbers, etc.  

(E) Texting, Texting, One Two Three  (1/2) 

a     31   n     42  
b     2341   o     32  
c     242   p     342  
d     233   q     23442  
e     21   r     44  
f     244   s     43  
g     341   t     22  
h     231   u     241  
i     41   v     2342  
j     23443   w     344  
k     2343   x     23441  
l     232   y     343  
m     243   z     23444  
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- -number code system, always know when the user has 
-

whether some sequence, of whatever length, is a complete code or just the first part of a longer one.  In this 
case, it knows when a code is complete because no beginning part of a valid code is a valid code. 

etc. from being entered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

to go  if they go anywhere else, the internal logic of the system is compromised.   
 

 
Now we have all 26 letters, SPACE, SHIFT, and the END sequence, and can encode and decode any message for 
this device. 

(E) Texting, Texting, One Two Three  (2/2) 
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%   1. “Mä hach’a challwawa challwataxa.” 

&   2. “Kimsa hach’a challwawa challwataxa.” '()*+ 

,   3. “Mä challwa mä hach’a challwampiwa challwataxa.” 

-   4. “Mä hach’a challwa kimsa challwallampiwa challwataxa.” 

.   5. “Paya challwallawa challwataxa.” 

/   6. “Mä challwalla paya challwampiwa challwataxa.” 

*   7. “Kimsa challwa paya challwallampiwa challwataxa.” 
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Kimsa challwalla paya hach’a challwampiwa challwataxa. 
Paya hach’a challwa kimsa challwallampiwa challwataxa. 
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A. We are all molistic in a way 
 
None of the adjectives are real English words. There are two classes 
of adjectives: "bad" and "good". We will refer to this property of 
adjectives as "polarity". 
 
Each sentence links two or more adjectives as follows: "X and Y" 
indicates that X and Y have the same polarity. "X but Y" means that 
they have opposite polarities. Furthermore, "X and not Y" indicates 
opposite polarities, "even though X, Y" also indicates opposite 
polarities, while "not only X but also Y" associates adjectives of the 
same polarity. 
 
The sentence about Diane shows that "strungy" and "struffy" are 
positive (desirable) quantities. By identifying other occurrences of 
the same words in other sentences, one can label each adjective as 
either positive or negative. 
 
There are seven positive adjectives (strungy, struffy, cloovy, frumsy, 
danty, cluvious, and brastic) and five negative ones (weasy, blitty, 
sloshful, slatty, molistic). 
 
A1. Only sentence c. includes adjectives of the right polarities, 
given the structure of the sentence. 
 
A2. Only answer d. ("frumsy") is on the positive list above. 



C. A Donkey in every house 
 
C1:  
 
Align the sentences: (2 points) 
 
Greek Sentence     English Sentence 
 
A                  5 
B                  6 
C                  2 
D                  3 
E                  1 
F                  8 
G                  7 
H                  4 
 
Explanation: (1 point) 
 
In order to align the Ancient Greek sentences with the English 
sentences, you have figure out the content words (master, son, donkey, 
house, and slave) and the singulars and plurals.  In order to get 
started, you need an anchor.  Once you have an anchor, you can figure 
out the rest by logic and process of elimination. 
 
Various anchors are possible.  Three are described here.  
 
1. Notice that four English sentences contain the word "master" or 
"masters" and that four Greek sentences contain words that start with 
"cyr".  No other word occurs four times. Therefore, "master" would be "cyr". 
 
2. Count singulars and plurals.  For example, in five 
English sentences, the second noun is plural and five Greek sentences 
have the word "ton".   
 
3. Although you can do this problem without recognizing any words, you 
might have recognized a few.  For example "adelphoi" looks like 
"Philadelphia", the city of brotherly love.  If you know that "phil" 
means "love" as in "bibliophile" (book lover), then you would know that 
"adelphoi" means brother.  You might also notice that "emporoi" 
reminds you of the word "emporium", which is a market place.  
 
C2 
 
Translations (7 points) 
 
("o:" is the vowel that is spelled as an "o" with a bar over it in the 
test booklet.) 
 
the houses of the merchants 



hoi to:n emporo:n oicoi 
 
the donkeys of the slave 
hoi tu dulu onoi 
 
Explanation (5 points) 
 
Vocabulary: 
----------- 
 
hyi   son 
dul   slave 
cyri  master 
oic   house 
on    donkey 
adelph brother 
empor  merchant 
 
Order of words:   
--------------- 
 
Each sentence starts with two articles, which are followed by two 
nouns.  The first article starts with "h".  The second article starts 
with "t".  The first noun is the owner, and the second noun is the 
thing that is owned. 
 
Number (singular and plural): 
----------------------------- 
 
For the owner (first noun in Greek; second noun in English): 
"o:n" is plural and "u" is singular.   
 
For the owned (second noun in Greek; first noun in English): 
"oi" is plural and "os" is singular. 
 
Matching of articles and nouns: 
------------------------------- 
 
The first article has an ending that matches the owned noun: 
 
"ho" is singular and "hoi" is plural. 
 
Examples: 
ho ....  dulos 
the ...  slave (singular) 
 
hoi ... cyroi 
the ... masters (plural) 
 
The second article matches the owner: 



 
"tu" is singular and "to:n" is plural.  
 
Examples: 
tu  cyriu 
the master (singular) 
 
to:n hyio:n  
the  sons (plural) 
 
Translations: 
------------- 
 
the houses of the merchants 
hoi to:n emporo:n oicoi 
 
Start with "hoi" because the owned noun (houses) is plural. 
 
The next word is "to:n" because the owner (merchants) is plural. 
 
The next word is the owner, which will be the root "empor" with the 
plural ending "o:n". 
 
The next word is the owned noun, which will be the root "oic" with the 
plural ending "oi". 
 
the donkeys of the slave 
hoi tu dulu onoi 
 
Start with "hoi" because the owned noun (donkeys) is plural. 
 
The next word is "tu" because the owner (slave) is singular.  
 
The next word is the owner, which will be the root "dul" with the 
singular ending "u". 
 
The next word is the owned noun, which will be the root "on" with the 
plural ending "oi". 


